3D Reconstruction of Interior Wall Surfaces Under Occlusion and Clutter
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Abstract—Laser scanners are often used to create 3D models
of buildings for civil engineering applications. The current
manual process is time-consuming and error-prone. This paper
presents a method for using laser scanner data to model
predominantly planar surfaces, such as walls, floors, and
ceilings, despite the presence of significant amounts of clutter and occlusion, which occur frequently in natural indoor
environments. Our goal is to recover the surface shape, detect
and model any openings, and fill in the occluded regions.
Our method identifies candidate surfaces for modeling, labels
occluded surface regions, detects openings in each surface
using supervised learning, and reconstructs the surface in the
occluded regions. We evaluate the method on a large, highly
cluttered data set of a building consisting of forty separate
rooms.
Keywords-3D model, laser scanner, point cloud, opening
detection, occlusion reasoning

I. I NTRODUCTION
Laser scanners are increasingly being used to create 3D
models of buildings and other facilities in the architecture,
engineering, and construction (AEC) domain for a variety
of purposes, including building renovation, cultural heritage
preservation, and facility management [5], [12]. These models are usually manually constructed – a labor-intensive and
tedious process. Our long-term goal is to develop methods
to automate this process using computer vision and machine
learning techniques (Figure 1).
While there has been much research on mapping and
modeling of building interiors and exteriors using robots [8],
aerial platforms [25], and terrestrial laser scanners [10], relatively little attention has been given to the detailed modeling
of wall surfaces [2], [18]. Exterior façade modeling methods
operate under the assumption that the surface being modeled
is relatively unobstructed. In indoor environments, objects
like furniture and wallhangings, frequently occlude the wall
surfaces, making the modeling problem more challenging. In
this paper, we address the problem of detailed modeling of
wall surfaces in natural, cluttered environments. Our goal is
to recover the wall surface, to identify and model openings,
such as windows and doorways, and to fill occluded surface
regions.

Figure 1. Overview. We model surfaces from 3D data of complex scenes
with occlusion and clutter (a) portion of the range and reflectance images
from one laser scan; (b) ground truth floor plan for the building with
modeled room highlighted by the rectangle; (c) reconstructed model of
the room produced by our algorithm.

Our approach utilizes 3D data, such as that produced by a
terrestrial laser scanner operating from one or more locations
within a room. Although we focus on wall modeling, the
method can be applied to the easier case of floors and ceilings as well. The method consists of four main steps: 1) Wall
detection – The approximate planes of the walls, ceiling, and
floor are detected using projections into 2D followed by
a Hough transform (Section III-A). 2) Occlusion labeling
– For each wall surface, ray-tracing is used to determine
which surface regions are sensed, which are occluded, and
which are empty space (Section III-B). 3) Opening detection
– A learning-based method is used to recognize and model
openings in the surface based on the occlusion labeling
(Section III-C). 4) Occlusion reconstruction – Occluded
regions not within an opening are reconstructed using a holefilling algorithm (Section III-D).
The primary contribution of this research is the overall approach, which focuses on addressing the problem

of clutter and occlusions and explicitly reasons about the
missing information. Our approach is unique in that it distinguishes between missing data from occlusion versus missing
data in an opening in the wall. Secondly, we propose a
learning-based method for detecting and modeling openings
and distinguishing them from similarly shaped occluded
regions. Finally, we propose and use methods for objectively
evaluating reconstruction accuracy, whereas previous façade
modeling work has focused on primarily on subjective visual
quality.
II. R ELATED W ORK
There is a large body of research on reconstruction of
building interiors and exteriors using laser scanners [1]–
[4], [10], [13], [18], [19], [23], [24] as well as imagery
and video [6], [17]. Much of the emphasis in previous
work has been on creating visually realistic models rather
than geometrically accurate ones. Examples in this category
include methods by El-Hakim et al., which focused on
indoor environments [9], and Frueh et al., which focused
on outdoor environments [10].
Image- and video-based approaches for modeling buildings are also well established. Early work by Debevec used
images to semi-automatically model building exteriors [6].
More recently, Pollefeys et al. used video to model urban
environments from a moving vehicle [17]. So far, these
approaches are not accurate enough for the AEC domain,
but recent advances, such as Manhattan world stereo [11],
show promise.
As laser scanner technology has progressed, researchers
have begun using these devices to construct detailed models
of walls and building façades. Thrun et al. developed a plane
extraction method based on the expectation-maximization
algorithm [24], and other researchers have proposed plane
sweep approaches to find planar regions [4], [13]. Stamos et
al. combine planar patch modeling with meshes in complex
areas [23]. Some façade modeling methods also extract
window openings, which are normally detected based on
regions where the data density is zero or very low and then
modeled using rectangles [3], [18]. Model-based approaches
can also be used to predict patterns in façades using topdown processing [1], [19].
Occlusions sometimes occur in façade reconstruction
(e.g., by trees, parked cars, etc.), but most existing work
assumes that occluded regions can be observed from another
viewpoint [10], [18]. Such methods would not work in situations with significant, unavoidable occlusions or windows
with objects on or in them (e.g., air-conditioners, pictures,
etc.). An alternative approach is to identify another region
on a façade that matches the occluded region and substitute
the missing data with the observed data [2], [26]. The more
general problem of reconstructing occluded surfaces in 3D
is also known as hole filling or surface completion, and there
are many proposed solutions [5], [21]. Surfaces in buildings

often have a more constrained structure, and, consequently,
specialized approaches can be applied in many cases [7],
[10], [16], [22].
One key distinction between our proposed method and
previous work is that our method is explicitly reasons about
occlusions and is therefore capable of operating in natural,
heavily occluded environments. In contrast, methods such as
Budroni’s do not consider the occlusion [4]. In that work,
and in other previous work (e.g., [13], [24]), the test data
consists of hallways with no furniture or other potentially
occluding objects. In our data, on average, only 50% of
the wall surface area was observed (see Section IV), and
previous methods would likely perform poorly in the face
these occlusion levels.
III. WALL S URFACE M ODELING AND R ECONSTRUCTION
Our wall surface modeling algorithm uses 3D data obtained from fixed, known locations throughout a facility.
The data from one location is known as a scan. We assume
the scans are already registered (i.e., aligned in a common
coordinate system), and that the “up” direction is known.
Data registration is a well-studied problem, and methods to
manually or automatically register scans are commercially
available.
Laser scanners produce enormous data sets – our test data
contains over 500 million points. To cope with this quantity
of data, we adopt a voxel-based scheme for the algorithm’s
early stages. We denote the space of 3D points P and the
overlaid space of voxels as V. Each point pi in the set of
3D points P is quantized into a voxel in V, and the centers
of the occupied voxels form a new, sparser set of points
V. We implicitly assume that the walls are aligned with an
axis of V, but it is straightforward to define separate voxel
spaces for each wall being modeled. We also assume that
the surfaces to be modeled are planar. The extension to nonplanar surfaces is the subject of ongoing work. The next
several sub-sections detail the steps of our algorithm.
A. Wall Detection
The first step in our algorithm is to detect and estimate
the surfaces to be modeled. This detection is performed by
a method similar to that described in [15]. The modes of a
histogram of height values zi of each point vi in V determine
the height of the ceiling and floor. Similarly, projecting
the points’ horizontal coordinates (xi , yi ) onto a horizontal
plane gives a 2D histogram from which wall surfaces are
extracted using a Hough transform (Figure 2). The result is
a set of surfaces S to be further processed. Each surface
Sj ∈ S is modeled by the set of voxels bounded by a
rectangle encompassing the occupied voxels used to define
the surface plane. Note that Sj can be treated as a 2D image
Ij by projecting orthographically along the normal direction.
The remaining steps in the algorithm operate on each surface
Sj ∈ S individually.

based on whether a surface was detected at that location.
We denote this labeling as L0 . Without additional information, it is not possible to distinguish between a voxel
that is truly empty and one that is merely occluded. We
resolve this problem by using ray-tracing to explicitly reason
about occlusions between the sensor and the surface being
modeled.
Let O = {O1 , O2 , . . . OK } be the set of scans from which
the surface Sj is visible. For each scan Ok , a labeling Lk is
generated by tracing a ray from the origin of the scanner to
each measured point that lies within the frustum formed by
the scanner origin, the bounds of the surface being modeled,
and a maximum distance located a fixed distance beyond
the surface. The labeling is initialized using the L0 . Voxels
between the origin and an occupied voxel are labeled as
empty (E), and voxels between an occupied voxel and the
maximum distance are labeled as occluded (O).
After this ray-tracing labeling, we have K labels for each
voxel in the surface Sj . We integrate these labels with the
labels from the initial labeling L0 to form a combined
labeling LF . LF is initialized using L0 , and then the
following rule is applied for each voxel v in Sj :

Figure 2.
Wall detection. Histograms obtained from vertical (a) and
horizontal (c) projections of the data and points corresponding to the walls
(b), floor and ceiling (d) of the room.

If L0 (v) = E and Lj (v) = O, ∀j = 1, 2 . . . K,
then LF (v) = O

B. Occlusion Labeling

In other words, a voxel is considered occluded if it is
occluded from every viewpoint. This integration process is
similar in spirit to an evidence grid [14], but in this case, the
accuracy of the sensor is very good, so it is not beneficial
to model the sensor readings probabilistically.
The voxel space V is well suited for processing the
initial very large data sets efficiently. However, for detailed

In this step, each voxel in surface Sj is assigned one of
three labels: occupied (F – for full), empty (E), or occluded
(O). The labeling is performed once for each scanning
position that observes the surface, and then the information
is merged together into a unified representation (Figure 3).
The previous step labeled voxels as empty or occupied
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Figure 3. Occlusion labeling. (a) Reflectance image from one of five scans used to model the wall. (b) Ray-tracing is used to label occlusion regions
on the surface. (c) Labels from multiple laser scans are integrated into a single representation. (d-e) A high resolution labeling (e) is inferred using a
region-growing algorithm based on seeds from the low resolution data (d).
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Figure 4. Opening detection. (a) Reflectance image of a wall surface. (b) Corresponding depth image. (c) Detected lines overlaid on edge image. (d)
Openings detected by the SVM-based detector, with each cluster of openings in a different color. (e) Prototype openings after clustering, superimposed on
IF . (f) Final labeling with openings masked out.

modeling of wall surfaces, we would like to use the maximum resolution of data possible. To accomplish this, we
transform the voxel data labeling into a high resolution 2D
representation. The voxel data is about 1/25th of the size of
the full resolution data. We use the voxel centers as seeds
to a region growing algorithm that fills in the gaps in the
data where possible.
For each surface Sj , the 2D representation is stored as
an image Ij which is located at the position of a plane
which is fit to the raw points that fall into the voxels in
Sj . These points are projected orthographically onto the
plane. Additionally, the centers of voxels labeled empty
or occluded are also projected onto the plane in the same
manner (Figure 3d). The resolution of Ij is chosen such that
the pixels are approximately the same spatial resolution as
the raw points in the occupied regions. The remaining pixels
in Ij are assigned a new “unknown” label (U).
The goal of the region growing algorithm is to infer the
labels of unknown pixels in the empty and occluded regions.
The unknown pixels in the occupied regions will be filled
later (in the final step). The algorithm is initialized with
Ij0 = Ij (the superscript t indicates the iteration number)
and proceeds by iteratively applying the following rules to
all pixels in Ijt labeled U (Figure 3e). For clarity, we omit
the j subscript.
I t+1 = O if I t (x, y) = U and dmin (I t (x, y), ItE ) > α
and dmin (I t (x, y), ItO ) < β

(2)

I t+1 = E if I t (x, y) = U and dmin (I t (x, y), ItO ) > α
and dmin (I t (x, y), ItE ) < β,

(3)

where ItE and ItO are the sets of pixels in I t labeled E and
O respectively and dmin (a, B) is the minimum Euclidean
distance between the pixel a and any pixel in the set B.
The thresholds α and β control the radius of influence of
occluded and empty pixels. The algorithm terminates when
no pixels are changed in an iteration.
C. Opening Detection
Detecting the boundaries of openings in a wall is difficult
because an opening may be partially occluded, and some
regions in an opening may be labeled as occupied (e.g.,
a window-mounted air conditioner). Our algorithm, which
detects rectangular openings, uses features derived from
labels and depth edges in the data to learn a model of the
size, shape, and location of openings using a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifier.
We first obtain a range image Rj of the same resolution
as Ij by projecting points within a distance d of Sj onto
the modeled plane (Figure 4b). Edges are detected using
Canny’s algorithm, and essential lines are identified using
the Hough transform (Figure 4c).
Given a generic opening candidate Θ, represented as a
rectangular region in Ij with width w and height h, we
define a 14-component feature vector V = {v1 , v2 , . . . v14 }.
We denote the width and height of the surface S by W
and H respectively. The components of V are defined as
follows: v1 = area of Θ; v2 = w/h; v3 = w/W , v4 = h/H;
(v5 . . . v8 ) = distances from the sides to the edges of
the wall; v9 = RMS plane fit residual; (v10 . . . v12 ) =
percentages of labels (E, F, O); v13 = number of interior
rectangles; and v14 = number of interior inverted U-shapes
(i.e., rectangles located at the bottom of the wall). Feature
v13 is directed at features that may belong to a window frame
or individual window panes. Feature v14 is an analogous

Figure 5. Occlusion reconstruction. Two examples showing the surface
before (a, c) and after (b, d) reconstruction.

case for doors, which often exhibit U-shaped interior frames.
We use an SVM with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel
to learn a model of openings from these features using
manually labeled training data.
At run time, we enumerate opening candidates from
the set of essential lines detected in a surface. Candidates
are filtered out if there is not adequate support from the
underlying edge image – at least tsupp % of a candidate’s
boundary must contain detected edges. Often, the classifier
will label several overlapping rectangles as openings. We
use k-means clustering to group the rectangles, and average
the boundary estimates within each cluster to determine the
final parameters for each opening.
D. Occlusion Reconstruction
Once the openings are determined, the final step is to
fill in the wall surface in the occluded region (Figure 5).
The regions within openings are excluded from this process.
We use the gap-filling technique described by Salamanca et
al. [21], which is a 3D extension of the Markov Random
Field inpainting algorithm from Roth et al. [20]. Before
filling the holes, spikes in the data (caused by mixed pixels
in the range data) are filtered using a median filter. For
aesthetic purposes, the reconstructed regions are degraded
using Gaussian noise of the same magnitude as found in the
sensed data.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We evaluated our algorithm using laser scanner data of
a two story building which consists of forty rooms. Scans
were obtained using a state of the art laser scanner operated
by a professional 3D scanning service provider. The data set
contains 225 scans throughout the facility for a total of over
three billion points.

Figure 6. Reconstructed model of the facility corresponding to the first
floor (a) and second floor rooms (b). The detected openings are shown in
red, while the ground truth openings are shown in blue.

In our experiments, we evaluated voxel sizes of 10 and 5
cm. The lower size approached the limit of memory usage
in our implementation, but smaller voxel sizes also increase
the risk of missing wall sections due to the fact that most
walls are not perfectly planar. The resolution of the images
Ij was set to 2 cm/pixel, which is the resolution of the final
reconstruction.
Our algorithm has a few free parameters, which were set
by evaluation on an independent subset of the data. The
Hough transform threshold for the number of edge point
votes needed for line detection was set to 90, and the edge
support threshold tsupp was set to 50%. The thresholds α
and β were 1 and 2 times the voxel size respectively. The
SVM classifier comprising the opening detector was trained
on an set of 370 examples (split 50/50 between openings
and non-openings). This data was further partitioned into a
training set (95%) and validation set (5%) for determining
the classifier parameters and preventing overfitting.
The complete algorithm was tested on 10 of the 40
rooms (Figure 6). The wall, floor, and ceiling detection
step performed flawlessly on these rooms. These results
are encouraging, but the good performance can partially be
explained by the simple rectangular structure of the rooms.
However, the surfaces were significantly occluded and the
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Figure 7. (a) Precision-recall curves for the opening detector performance. (b) The detector failed on several instances, such as this one, where some
doors of the closet were not open during data collection. (c) The histogram of the magnitudes of errors in opening boundary positions.

outside walls are almost entirely filled with windows, which
makes the wall detection fairly challenging. On average,
35% of the wall area was occluded, 15% fell within an opening, and the remaining 50% was unoccluded wall surface.
We focused most of our analysis on understanding the
performance of the opening detection and modeling steps,
since this aspect of the algorithm is considerably less studied
than planar wall modeling. We considered two aspects of
the performance. First, how reliably can the openings be
detected, and second, among the detected openings, how
accurately are they modeled? To answer the first question,
we compared the detected openings with openings in the
ground truth model (i.e., doorways, windows, and closets).
The precision-recall curves for the detector, at 5 and 10 cm
voxel resolutions, are shown in Figure 7a. We compute the
best threshold using the F-measure (F = 2P R/(P + R),
where P = precision and R = recall). At this threshold,
the algorithm correctly detects 93.3% of the openings (70
out of 75) with 10 cm voxels, and 91.8% with 5 cm voxels.
Failed detections mainly occur in regions of severe occlusion
and in closets for which the doors were closed during data
collection (Figure 7b).
We addressed second question, regarding the accuracy of
the reconstructed openings, by comparing the ground truth
positions of the sides of each opening with the positions
estimated by our algorithm. We define the absolute error for
modeling one side of an opening as the absolute magnitude
of the difference between the ground truth and modeled
position of that edge in the direction normal to the ground
truth edge and also within the plane of the modeled surface.
The relative error normalizes the absolute error by the
ground truth width (for the left and right sides) or height (for
the top and bottom) of the opening. The average absolute
error was 5.39 cm with a standard deviation of 5.70 cm,
whereas the average relative error was 2.56%.

V. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This work on reconstruction of wall surfaces is an exciting
first step toward our long-term goal of automated reverse
engineering of buildings. Our approach worked very well for
basic wall detection and modeling, despite the high levels
of occlusion and missing data in the openings. The opening
detection performance was good, and the detection failures
were reasonable for the given data. The accuracy of the
boundaries of the openings is good, but could be improved.
Overall modeling accuracy for the AEC domain typically
needs to be at least within 2.5 cm of the ground truth. On
our evaluation data, 36% of the boundaries fall within this
accuracy range. The final reconstructions, with the occluded
areas filled in, are visually consistent with the manually
created ground truth model. We also evaluated the algorithm
on the easier problem of floor and ceiling reconstruction, and
no openings were detected in these surfaces (which was the
correct result).
In our ongoing work, we are investigating ways to extend
our reconstruction algorithms to support more complex room
geometries, curved surfaces, and non-rectangular openings.
Although such complexities are infrequent, they occur often
enough that the situation should be addressed. The opening
detection and modeling algorithm may be limited in the
boundary accuracy by the simple model of an opening that
we are using. Windows and doorways typically have layers
of moldings around them and (for windows) crossing them.
These patterns can confuse the current detection algorithm
because it only has a rudimentary concept of these features.
A more sophisticated model of the geometry around an
opening could potentially improve the modeling robustness.
We are also considering ways to incorporate reflectance
information as well as data from different depths relative to
the modeled surface (e.g., recessed regions that occur within
a window).
Another area that we are looking at is improving the se-

mantics of the reconstructed model by explicitly classifying
the openings (e.g., as windows, doors, or closets). Such
a classification scheme could also improve the detection
performance, since class-specific detectors may be more
reliable than the current, generic one.
Finally, we are investigating efficiency improvements, as
the current implementation is not optimized for speed. We
are looking into ways to improve the ray-tracing performance, for example by using graphics hardware to parallelize the task.
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